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Sources of the ideas developed in the Sources of the ideas developed in the 
present paper:present paper:



The meanings of The meanings of ‘‘GlobalizationGlobalization’’ in the in the 
context of this conferencecontext of this conference
A complex state of interconnectedness A complex state of interconnectedness 
between different parts of the world made between different parts of the world made 
possible by interactions and cooperation possible by interactions and cooperation 
between their inhabitantsbetween their inhabitants
A state of interdependencies produced by A state of interdependencies produced by 
the expansion of modern industries and the the expansion of modern industries and the 
emergence of multinational corporationsemergence of multinational corporations
In the case of English, it is also a state of In the case of English, it is also a state of 
affairs brought about by a colonial history affairs brought about by a colonial history 
that produced the British Empire and later that produced the British Empire and later 
the British Commonwealth, as much as by the British Commonwealth, as much as by 
the emergence of the USA as the foremost the emergence of the USA as the foremost 
economic and military power combinedeconomic and military power combined



The colonial expansion of England: The The colonial expansion of England: The 
““innerinner”” and and ““outer circlesouter circles””



The addition of the Kachruvian The addition of the Kachruvian ““expanding circleexpanding circle”” 
to the Englishto the English--speaking worldspeaking world……
…… may be associated with globalization as a may be associated with globalization as a 
byproduct of the expanding industry around byproduct of the expanding industry around 
the world, through international trade and the world, through international trade and 
multinational corporationsmultinational corporations
It reflects a more fundamental aspect of It reflects a more fundamental aspect of 
globalization: the need for the interglobalization: the need for the inter--
connected parts of a complex system to connected parts of a complex system to 
communicate with each othercommunicate with each other
It also reflects the fact that we are not equal It also reflects the fact that we are not equal 
economicallyeconomically
The language of the most powerful prevails, The language of the most powerful prevails, 
regardless of how this state of affairs obtainsregardless of how this state of affairs obtains



GlobalizationGlobalization as worldas world--wide diffusion of wide diffusion of 
goods, people, ideas, language, etc.goods, people, ideas, language, etc.
This has not created a uniform or This has not created a uniform or homogenehomogene--
ousous EnglishEnglish--speaking world; notwithstanding speaking world; notwithstanding 
the local ecologythe local ecology--specific factors that account specific factors that account 
for its speciation everywherefor its speciation everywhere

The ethnographic functions of the The ethnographic functions of the lanlan--
guageguage have not been the same:have not been the same:
VernacularVernacular ““native Englishesnative Englishes”” in former in former 
settlement colonies settlement colonies –– ““Inner circleInner circle””
OfficialOfficial ““indigenized Englishesindigenized Englishes”” in former in former 
exploitation colonies exploitation colonies –– ““Outer circleOuter circle””
External lingua francaExternal lingua franca, for communication , for communication 
with the outside world with the outside world –– ““Expanding circleExpanding circle””



Is there a Is there a ““global Englishglobal English”” comparable to comparable to 
““American,American,”” ““Australian,Australian,”” or or ““BritishBritish”” English? English? 
These national varieties are categories that These national varieties are categories that 
are valid only in relation to each otherare valid only in relation to each other
They group idiolects or dialects that resemble They group idiolects or dialects that resemble 
each other to the extent that within every each other to the extent that within every 
nation speakers influence and (are more nation speakers influence and (are more 
likely to) accommodate each otherlikely to) accommodate each other
The same is true of official English varieties in The same is true of official English varieties in 
the the ““Outer circleOuter circle””
However, is there a worldHowever, is there a world--wide variety that wide variety that 
subsumes all these national varieties?subsumes all these national varieties?

Do Americans, Australians, and Britons Do Americans, Australians, and Britons 
communicate with people outside their nations in communicate with people outside their nations in 
““global Englishglobal English””??



Is Is ““global Englishglobal English”” as an abstraction a realas an abstraction a real-- 
isticistic goal in Englishgoal in English--teaching?teaching?
National or regional English varieties are National or regional English varieties are 
notnot deliberate creationsdeliberate creations
They are emergent phenomena that They are emergent phenomena that 
evolved naturally under specific evolved naturally under specific ecologecolog--
icalical conditions of contact among metroconditions of contact among metro--
politanpolitan dialects and between them and dialects and between them and 
other languagesother languages
A A ““global Englishglobal English”” is a utopian target is a utopian target 
that would still result in speciation, for that would still result in speciation, for 
the same reason that produced national the same reason that produced national 
varietiesvarieties



Or did the Or did the proposersproposers of of ““global Englishglobal English”” 
mean mean ““GlobishGlobish””??

DoesnDoesn’’t this mean some form of educated t this mean some form of educated 
universal English pidgin?universal English pidgin?
Surviving pidgins have evolved into expandSurviving pidgins have evolved into expand--
ed pidginsed pidgins
Can a lesson not be learned from Esperanto?Can a lesson not be learned from Esperanto?
Why is much of the world learning English as Why is much of the world learning English as 
the foremost international lingua franca the foremost international lingua franca 
instead of trying another world language?instead of trying another world language?
If you think itIf you think it’’s because of the British Council s because of the British Council 
and Voice of America, think again.and Voice of America, think again.



WhatWhat’’s the difference between s the difference between ““global global 
EnglishEnglish”” and and ““English as a global languageEnglish as a global language””??
The presuppositions of uniformity are not the The presuppositions of uniformity are not the 
same; same; globalglobal has different meanings in these has different meanings in these 
phrases!phrases!
English is a global language because English is a global language because colonizcoloniz--
ationation and various other factors have spread it and various other factors have spread it 
around the worldaround the world
It has been appropriated by populations of It has been appropriated by populations of 
diverse linguistic backgrounds and has been diverse linguistic backgrounds and has been 
influenced by the different languages it has influenced by the different languages it has 
come in contact withcome in contact with
Sameness among the different national and Sameness among the different national and 
regional varieties amounts to family regional varieties amounts to family resemresem--
blanceblance; it is also ideological, when people ; it is also ideological, when people 
believe they speak the same waybelieve they speak the same way



This is a state of affairs consistent with This is a state of affairs consistent with 
globalization itselfglobalization itself
Globalization has created more family Globalization has created more family 
resemblance than uniformityresemblance than uniformity
It has not obliterated national or regionIt has not obliterated national or region--
al differencesal differences
It has also produced inequitiesIt has also produced inequities
It has even left some parts of the world It has even left some parts of the world 
outside the loopoutside the loop



A globalized world that is not equal!A globalized world that is not equal!



English varieties are English varieties are ““equalequal”” only to the linguistonly to the linguist



Yet, every speaker feels more comfortable Yet, every speaker feels more comfortable 
in the English variety of his/her communityin the English variety of his/her community

Informative example from call centers in Informative example from call centers in 
India India –– Mumbai CallingMumbai Calling
Like any language, English has a social value Like any language, English has a social value 
specific to the ecology in which it is used, specific to the ecology in which it is used, 
especially in the especially in the ““innerinner”” and and ““outer circles.outer circles.””
Speakers in the expanding circle are an odd Speakers in the expanding circle are an odd 
group, largely because it is not the language group, largely because it is not the language 
of first choice for communication between of first choice for communication between 
people of the same country or the same people of the same country or the same 
ethnic group (ethnic group (see the language of JACET see the language of JACET 
meetingmeeting))



The expanding circleThe expanding circle……
Although there are structural features that Although there are structural features that 
index speakers of the expanding circle, the index speakers of the expanding circle, the 
features do not endow them with authority features do not endow them with authority 
on local or regional normson local or regional norms
They cannot say, They cannot say, ““This is how we say XYZ in This is how we say XYZ in 
this part of the worldthis part of the world”” (cf. Jenkins!)(cf. Jenkins!)
They calibrate themselves to external norms, They calibrate themselves to external norms, 
just like employees of call centers do, only just like employees of call centers do, only 
with less dexteritywith less dexterity
They speak not They speak not ““global Englishglobal English”” but but ““English English 
as a global languageas a global language””
They reflect the differential way English is They reflect the differential way English is 
spreading and being appropriated, with spreading and being appropriated, with 
modificationsmodifications



Expanding circle (again) Expanding circle (again) ……
English speakers of the Expanding Circle are English speakers of the Expanding Circle are 
very much like speakers of the Outer Circle very much like speakers of the Outer Circle 
who reside in the Inner Circle but are said to who reside in the Inner Circle but are said to 
have an accenthave an accent
They have no authority to legitimize local They have no authority to legitimize local 
norms of their ownnorms of their own
But they must be proud of being able to But they must be proud of being able to 
communicate in a language that reflects the communicate in a language that reflects the 
unequal distribution of economic power in unequal distribution of economic power in 
todaytoday’’s s ““globalized worldglobalized world””
Socially or economically, the weaker or the Socially or economically, the weaker or the 
more pragmatist accommodates the other more pragmatist accommodates the other 
party party (a matter of common sense)(a matter of common sense)



Spreading with increased variation and diverSpreading with increased variation and diver-- 
sificationsification

This is the typical evolution of languages as This is the typical evolution of languages as 
they spread outside their traditional homethey spread outside their traditional home--
lands and are appropriated by new speakers lands and are appropriated by new speakers 
(e.g., Latin, Arabic)(e.g., Latin, Arabic)
A language loses its original integrity as it is A language loses its original integrity as it is 
““transmittedtransmitted”” to, or rather, appropriated by, to, or rather, appropriated by, 
new speakers (even in the native community)new speakers (even in the native community)
New learners that manage to communicate in New learners that manage to communicate in 
it should just be happy to accomplish this and it should just be happy to accomplish this and 
speakers of speakers of ““nativenative”” or or ““normalizednormalized”” varieties varieties 
should also be thankful that somebody is should also be thankful that somebody is 
relieving them of the burden/need to learn relieving them of the burden/need to learn 
the the ““otherother”” language(s).language(s).



There is apparently no room nor need for There is apparently no room nor need for 
““globalglobal”” EnglishEnglish
In the competition among the worldIn the competition among the world’’s s 
languages, English can only win Pyrrhic languages, English can only win Pyrrhic 
victories and spread and prevail in victories and spread and prevail in 
locally locally –– sometimes just individually sometimes just individually ––
adapted forms.adapted forms.
Norms emerge on their own, by the Norms emerge on their own, by the 
action of the action of the ““invisible hand,invisible hand,”” before before 
they are legitimized and imposed on they are legitimized and imposed on 
others.others.
Vive la Vive la diffdifféérencerence!!



Thank you!Thank you!

http://http://humanities.uchicago.edu/faculty/mufwenehumanities.uchicago.edu/faculty/mufwene//
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